A powerfully
simple
LMS platform

very simple, very smart, very Svelte…
“Svelte remains true to its nomenclature. It has lost nothing of its
elegance or slenderness; it is still following the same design principles that set it apart from
other LMSs and it is delivering exceptional results. Yes, Svelte has incorporated some nice
new features and enhanced the security of the site, as a result of its amazing successes with
public facing learning projects. However, Svelte continues to offer amazing value for money;
so no change there!”

David
Patterson
www.walkgrove.co.uk

You can read more about
David’s review here
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Standard features
User interface

Organised learning

◼ Fully responsive enabling access via PCs, laptops,
tablets and smartphones
◼ Your branding - logo, fonts, imagery, look and feel
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Content supported
◼ SCORM 1.2 content
◼ Content from external locations can be integrated
alongside resident content
◼ Video, audio, PowerPoint, PDFs, flipbooks, web-links

Course creation/management
Locked/Unlocked course flow
Learning Journey creation/management
Locked/Unlocked module flow
Learning Profiles
Compliance recurrence at module level
Variable recurrence frequency

Gamification

◼ SCORM 1.2 tracking
◼ Basic tracking of non-SCORM objects
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Administrative experience

Learner experience
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Content tracking

Dashboard
Branch/department management
User management
Admin management
Learning summary reports with filtering
Leaderboard Summary Report
Performance Summary Report
Non-compliance Summary Report

Classroom/event management
◼ Integration of external events
◼ Web links to external web-based events
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Leaderboard (anonymous)
Leaderboard appears on learner dashboard
Variable rewards per course
Additional rewards linked to assessment score

User dashboard
Course homepage
Learning progress report
Certifications and compliance tracking
Re-certification management
Alerts and notifications

Evaluation
◼ In-built survey feature with multiple question
formats
◼ Compact or detailed survey reports
◼ Alternative integration of links
to external survey tools
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Options for more power
Popular upgrades and options

Multiple languages

◼ Multi-tenancy structure enabling branches,
departments or customers to manage their own
content and learners
◼ Tenancy creation and management
◼ Bespoke content tracking
◼ Bespoke admin functionality
◼ Course specific evaluation
◼ E-portfolio and qualifications

◼ Multi-lingual learner interface
◼ Right to left languages

Multi-tenancy+

Third party integration and e-commerce
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Multiple individual sub-portals
Sub-portal branding
Multiple custom domains
Content restrictions

Assessment creation engine
◼
◼
◼
◼

Create your own assessments
Single MCQ, multi MCQ, alternative response
Integration with learning journey
Detailed reporting at question level

Supports SSO with major identity providers
APIs for extracting user data and account creation
MS teams integration
Payment gateway integration
Invoicing
Discount codes
Seamless flow - transaction to access

Need even more?
You may want your platform to do something specific or unique for your organisation, your content or
your learners.
The good news is that, unlike many LMS platforms on the market, Svelte is infinitely customisable
and configurable. Rather than trying to ‘shoe-horn’ your requirements into a rigid, inflexible structure,
we’ll work with you to ensure that your platform does exactly what you need it to by, if
necessary, creating custom features and functionality to meet your requirements
precisely.

Technical stuff
Information and data security

Database
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◼ MySQL database
◼ Custom configuration
◼ Relational and non-relational data fields

AES-256 data encryption at rest and in transit
Optional data masking
One-time Password (Admin Logins)
Captcha and password lockout
Daily backup to UK based AWS server
Backup encryption in transit
Backups held in encrypted buckets
GDPR compliance
UK hosting on dedicated shared server
Option for total dedication (not shared)
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Domains and email
◼ Bespoke domain/sub-domain
◼ SSL Certificate
◼ Email relay via own mail server, Office 365
account, or bespoke Office 365 account
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